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Abstract—In a node replication attack, an adversary creates
replicas of captured sensor nodes in an attempt to control
information that is reaching the base station or, more generally,
compromise the functionality of the network. In this work, we
develop fully distributed and completely decentralized schemes
to detect and evict multiple imposters in mobile wireless sensor
networks (MWSNs). The proposed schemes not only quarantine
these malicious nodes but also withstand collusion against collaborating imposters trying to blacklist legitimate nodes of the
network. Hence the completeness and soundness of the protocols are guaranteed. Our protocols are coupled with extensive
mathematical and experimental results, proving the viability of
our proposals, thus making them fit for realistic mobile sensor
network deployments.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

A Mobile Wireless Sensor Network (MWSN) is a wireless
network of small, mobile sensors deployed in a specific area
to sense various aspects of the environment. MWSNs convey
the sensed data to base stations or sink nodes, which can
be either static or mobile, thus trying to cope with rapid
topology changes that make sensing problematic in ordinary
sensor networks. As a result, they extend the number of
applications for which static WSNs are used [1]. Sensors can
be attached to people for health and physiological monitoring,
to animals in order to track their movements and their feeding
habits, or to unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for surveillance,
environmental mapping and control [2], [3].
In a typical WSN, where the sensor nodes are stationary,
the sink or other nodes can ascertain the authenticity of a
sensor node by tying its identity to its claimed geographic
location [11]. Through the help of witness nodes, location
claims coming from conflicting areas in the network indicate
the existence of a replication attack. In a MWSN, however, the
constant movement of nodes makes location-based detection a
nearly impossible task. As a result, an adversary can create
replicas of nodes after compromising a node and replicating
its cryptographic or other material. We refer to such replicas
as imposters if they use the identity of existing sensor nodes
to communicate with the sink or other nodes of the network.

Since the credentials of replicated nodes do not differ from
those of legitimate ones, there is no easy way to distinguish
between the two, thus making imposter detection a very challenging problem. This type of attack, which is known as node
replication attack in the literature, has important repercussions
in wireless sensor networks security: by assuming a false
identity and creating copies of itself that are placed in various
locations in the network, an imposter can send misleading
information, replay old packets which could bias aggregation
results or enable other types of attacks in the network, like
selective forwarding, sinkhole attacks, etc. [5], [6], [7].
Contributions: In this work, we address the problem of
node replication attacks by proposing a number of lightweight,
decentralized protocols to detect imposters in MWSNs. Contrary to prior work that focuses only on imposters that can
replicate only a single node ID, our schemes work even in
those cases where imposters have assumed the identities of
different nodes. This case is more challenging as it poses
another problem that has not been addressed in the past:
imposters can frame legitimate nodes, thus resulting in their
dismissal from their network.
Here we show not only how to detect these powerful
imposters but also how to maintain the number of false
positives (evictions of legitimate nodes) to a bare minimum.
Hence our protocols are both sound and complete. Finally,
through extensive simulations, we demonstrate the practicality
and viability of our approach in detecting and mitigating the
node replication attack.
Organization: The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In Section II, we review related work on imposter
identification in wireless sensor networks. In Section III,
the threat model and assumptions are discussed, while in
Section IV, a number of schemes are presented and analyzed.
Experimental results are discussed and evaluated in Section V.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II.

R ELATED WORK

In this section we review prior work on imposter identification which also comes under the name of node replication
detection. Initial work [8], [9], [10] focused on the study of
radio-based detection which attempts to authenticate nodes,

and eventually detect imposters, based on signal strength or
other physical characteristic of radio communication.
Network-based detection typically relies on the use of a
claimer-reporter-witness framework, originally proposed by
Parno et al. in [11]. These techniques, which mostly work for
stationary networks, store information about the location of a
sensor node in one or more witnesses in the network which
can then detect and report replicas once they receive more than
one location claim from nodes interacting with those replicas.
A more detailed review of works addressing the problem in
stationary sensor networks can be found in [12].
For mobile sensor networks, one line of research involves
the study of properties possessed by the network as a whole
in order to trigger the existence of imposters [13], [14]. In
[13], a centralized scheme is proposed where a base station
is used to calculate the speed of nodes based on location
information received by neighbors of that node. In a similar
manner, the basic idea in the work of [14] is to differentiate
between the time a node u encounters another node v when
there are no replicas in the network (during initial deployment)
as opposed to the case when replicas exist. These approaches,
however, rely on the existence of an all-powerful base station
that maintains a complete picture of the network, thus requiring
heavy localization and synchronization primitives by the nodes.
A different line of research involves the use of tokens,
to authenticate the genuineness of a mobile node [15], [16],
[17]. In this work we build upon this technique as it uses
lighter cryptography and leads to simpler protocols. Our work,
however, differs from these past results in three important
aspects. First, our scheme can effectively neutralize multiple
imposters that are copying different legitimate IDs. In contrast,
past work only considers imposters that are copies of a single
node which makes detection easier; once the replicated ID is
found, all imposters can be evicted from the network. Second,
we develop protocols that are completely decentralized and
nodes themselves, without the need of a powerful base station
([15], [16]) or mobile sinks [17], succeed in quarantining these
imposters. Finally, as in this more challenging case imposters
can collaborate to blacklist legitimate nodes, we come up with
appropriate mitigation strategies to minimize the effects of
these actions.
III.

T HREAT MODEL AND A SSUMPTIONS

We consider a mobile wireless sensor network (MWSN)
consisting of N mobile sensor nodes deployed in a certain
area of interest. Sensor nodes route their sensed data to a
stationary base station or to a mobile sink that acts as a
gateway to some external network using appropriate routing
protocols ([19], [20], [21]). We assume all nodes have limited
resources and they are similar in terms of energy, memory and
computational capabilities. They also move randomly within
the coverage area but not necessarily with the same speed. As
a result, the time and the location of node encounters, as well
as the IDs of the meeting nodes are generally unpredictable.
We define an imposter to be a malicious node which uses
the identity of a legitimate node to communicate with other
nodes in the network. In our model, the imposter has obtained
the cryptographic (or other) material of a genuine node u
after compromising that node. It then uses this material to

communicate with the sink or other nodes, using u’s identity
and claiming to be node u. We assume, however, that the
base station is well protected, hence the adversary cannot
generate new IDs by obtaining the corresponding base station
credentials. Following [11], [16], this is possible by assuming
the existence of an ID-based cryptography scheme. The public
keys are pre-loaded to nodes before deployment. Thus, basic
authentication can be achieved by tying the identity of a
node to its public key so that any other node can verify the
authenticity of a message or signature by deriving the public
key of the node from its network ID. However, in this work we
will not explicitly mention authentication of messages, noting
that efficient implementations of ID-based signature schemes
for sensor network already exist [18].
The use of ID-based cryptography also explains why all
replicas of a node bear the same network ID and credentials
with the original node; as an adversary cannot generate a new
ID without guessing the appropriate keys used by the base
station, the adversary must capture and clone only legitimate
nodes. Once an attacker compromises such a node, it can then
replicate it as many times as she likes using the node’s exposed
credentials: ID, software and cryptographic keys. The inserted
replicas can then be used by the adversary to orchestrate
other attacks, targeting upper-layer applications. This makes
imposter detection a very important problem as it can be used
to cripple the MWSN with very little effort and cost.
The number of imposters in the network is denoted by
M . Here we deviate from prior work which assumes that all
imposters bear the same node ID (i.e. they are replicas of a
single node). Thus, in our model, an attacker can compromise
and clone different node IDs. In this case detection becomes a
much more difficult task as imposters now can collaborate
with each other in order to evict (quarantine) other nodes
in the network. Hence an important aspect of our work is
to keep the number of legitimate, blacklisted nodes (false
positives) as small as possible. When all legitimate nodes in the
network stop communicating with a compromised node ID, the
associated node (or its imposter) is described as quarantined.
IV.

I MPOSTER DETECTION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we describe the proposed imposter detection
schemes. Our schemes use nonces (unpredictable random numbers) to detect imposters in the network. Detected imposters are
then prevented from communicating with other sensor nodes
by means of the following simple, yet effective quarantining
mechanism. Each node maintains a quarantineList which
contains IDs identified to be used by an imposter. A sensor
will not send or receive any data from any node whose ID is
in that list, hence, effectively keeping those nodes quarantined.
A. Distributed schemes
We consider a mobile sensor network where nodes relay
information among themselves and, if necessary, sensed data
can reach the base station through the use of appropriate
MWSN routing algorithms ([19], [20], [21]). To detect an
imposter the following simple mechanism is used:
“When two sensor nodes meet for the first time, each node
generates a random nonce, stores it in its memory, and sends
it to the other node. The next time these nodes meet again,

they request each other for the values they exchanged in their
previous meeting. If a node cannot reply or replies with the
wrong number then it is treated as an imposter and the ID of
the node is considered compromised.”
It should be clear that for imposter detection to take place,
a sensor node needs to encounter both the legitimate node and
its imposter one after the other (not necessarily in that order) as
the node encountered second will be unable to reply with the
correct nonce exchanged with first node. Once this happens,
it marks the node’s ID as a compromized one and adds it
to its quarantineList. We call this type of detection direct
detection as the node is certain it has spotted the existence
of an imposter carrying a specific ID. Information about the
imposter can now be relayed to other nodes or the base station
(BS) in the form of a claim (Figure 1).
Node u
Node u detects
imposter v

Node w/BS
Sigu ⟨u, v⟩
−−−−−−−−−−→

Receive and
authenticate claim.

Fig. 1. A claim about an imposter propagated to either the base station or
other nodes

A claim is a pair ⟨detectorid , imposterid ⟩ and bears the
signature of the node making the claim. For example, if node u
sends a claim that node with ID v is being used by an imposter,
the claim has the form Sigu ⟨u, v⟩. The receiver authenticates
the claim by verifying the signature using the ID-based public
key of node u. Depending on how the nodes relay the claims,
two distributed schemes can be implemented. We start with a
simpler one that uses the base station (BS) as a collector of
claims. Then we proceed with a fully distributed one.
1) Base station scheme: When a node detects an imposter,
it generates an imposter claim message and sends it to the
BS using any routing protocol appropriate for MWSNs. If BS
receives a number of claims against a node ID that exceeds
a predefined threshold (to be defined shortly), it concludes
that node ID is used by an imposter so it broadcasts to all
sensor nodes a message to quarantine this imposter. This type
of detection, based on claims received by BS, is called referred
detection.
2) Fully distributed scheme: Here, imposter detection and
quarantining is fully distributed and does not require the
involvement of the base station. To achieve this, each sensor
node maintains a claimsList which contains claims about
node IDs that are being used by imposters. When two sensor nodes meet, they exchange their quarantineLists after
they have authenticated each other successfully. The received
quarantineList is added as claims in the node’s claimsList.
When the number of claims exceeds a predefined threshold
against a node ID (to be defined shortly), the sensor node
quarantines the imposter by adding it to its quarantine list. We
call this mechanism distributed referred detection.
Managing False Positives
It should be obvious now that the use of claims in both
schemes may lead to erroneous conviction of legitimate nodes
as the imposters themselves may try to blacklist nodes by

propagating claims about them, either towards the base station
or to other nodes, depending on the scheme used. Hence we
need to argue about the soundness and completeness of the
detection process. Intuitively, a detection method is sound if
it never erroneously claims that a valid node is an imposter,
i.e., there are no false positives, and it is complete if it
always detects nodes that are imposters, i.e., there are no false
negatives. More formally:
Definition 1 (Soundness and Completeness): Denote by
D(s) ∈ {0, 1} the output of an imposter detection method D
on a node s ∈ S, i.e. whether s is an imposter (replica) of a
node in the MWSN S. Let also I denote the set of imposters
of S, i.e. the set nodes compromised and replicated by an
adversary. An imposter detection method D is complete if
and only if ∀i ∈ S, i ∈ I ⇒ D(i) = 1. An imposter detection
method D is sound if and only if ∀i ∈ S, D(i) = 1 ⇒ i ∈ I.
In what follows we will prove the completeness and
soundness of the distributed schemes that make use of claims
to speedup detection. Doing so, we will first assume that the
number of imposters M is known in advance to all network
nodes. Later on (Section IV-B) we will develop an adaptive
scheme that eliminates the need to know the number of
imposters M . This way the network will respond in a selfhealing manner, adapting its level of security as more imposters
show up in the network.
So, let’s assume that the adversary have compromised M
node IDs in the network and that M is known in advance to
the network designers. Obviously this is a strong assumption to
make, however, we will see how it can be removed in the fully
adaptive, distributed scheme. Knowledge of M gives rise to the
following simple strategy for treating a node as an imposter:
“Blacklist a node only if you collect at least M + 1
claims about it.”
Lemma 1 (Completeness): All imposters in the network
are detected and quarantined when M is known.
Proof: Completeness is a natural follow-up of the detection process. As sensor nodes are constantly moving in
the coverage area, each node will encounter the imposters
as well the nodes they are cloning, and they will quarantine
the imposters through direct detection. Alternatively, some
sensors may quarantine imposters through referred detection
after receiving at least M + 1 claims by other nodes in the
fully distributed scheme, or after the base station has issued a
quarantining message as described in the base station scheme.
In both cases, all imposters will be detected one by one.
Lemma 2 (Soundness): If M is known, only the node IDs
that have been cloned by an adversary will be quarantined.
Proof: As the number of imposters is bound by M , no
collections of imposters can create more than M accusations
(claims) to falsely quarantine a legitimate node u. Recall that a
claim is a signed message bearing the signature of the detector
and having the form ⟨detectorid , imposterid ⟩. Hence the set
of claims ⟨detectorid , u⟩ against u can never be more than
M . As both the base station (in the base station approach) and
the rest of the nodes (in the fully distributed approach) are
aware of M and need to see at least M + 1 claims in order
to quarantine a certain node ID, we conclude that no false
accusations can be made.

B. Fully adaptive, distributed scheme
Lemmas 1 and 2 above suggest that if the number of
imposters M in the network is known, then setting the claims
threshold to M + 1 is sufficient to neutralize any attempt by
imposters to falsely quarantine legitimate nodes. In principle,
however, it is not easy to know M in advance. In what
follows we will relax this assumption and propose an adaptive
claims threshold scheme to quarantine imposters efficiently
even when their number is not known. For this purpose, we
will introduce a new variable Mg , standing for a “guessed”
number of imposters, based on which the referred detection
scheme will require Mg + 1 claims to quarantine a node.
Our next objective is to devise a scheme to update the
value of Mg in a way that it quickly converges to the correct
value M , even if this value is not known ahead of time. In
the upcoming sections we will only concentrate on the fully
distributed scheme (Section IV-A2) as it is fully decentralized,
more cost-effective and does not suffer from a single point of
failure as in the base station case (Section IV-A1). However,
the same techniques also apply to the base station scheme.
To gain some intuition on the impact Mg will have on
detecting imposters, first consider the case where Mg is
greater than the real number of imposters, i.e. Mg > M .
Given sufficient time, all nodes in the network will meet
the imposters and they will collect at least Mg + 1 claims
for anyone of those. Hence eventually, all imposters will be
quarantined. Additionally, imposters cannot accuse other nodes
as their number is smaller than Mg and certainly smaller than
the claims threshold Mg + 1. Hence both completeness and
soundness are guaranteed. These observations suggest that if
the network designers have a clue about the value M , they can
pick a value Mg close to (but larger than) the real M and be
assured that all imposters will be detected. The “penalty” here
is increased detection time as all nodes must collect at least
Mg + 1 claims for any imposter.
To reduce detection time, one may start with a conservative value for Mg and gradually increase it as time passes.
However, if Mg is selected such that Mg < M , it is easy to
see that completeness still holds but soundness is no longer
achievable as imposters may falsely accuse legitimate nodes;
they can easily generate at least M (≥ Mg + 1) claims for
any particular node. Despite this, the latter method is a more
preferable one since it is unlikely that a network will start with
a large number of imposters (however, we leave the first one
as a viable alternative). Here we envision the case where an
adversary will compromise more nodes as time goes on rather
than having compromised a large number of nodes initially
and running the risk of being detected.
In summary, starting with a small value for Mg helps
achieve quick referred detection, while increasing its value limits the false positives effect incurred by imposters; imposters
will only be able to cause other nodes to be falsely quarantined
as long as Mg is smaller than M . Based on this, we use the
following strategy executed individually by every node:
“Start with Mg = 1. Whenever the number of quarantined nodes reaches Mg , clear the quarantineList
and set Mg equal to twice its previous value.”

The doubling strategy gives quarantined nodes the “benefit
of the doubt.” A node u no longer interacts with nodes which
are in its quarantine list L. However, as Mg doubles and
exceeds M , we will see that “forgetting” ensures that the
quarantine list will eventually contain only imposters. The next
issue to consider is the number of legitimate nodes that can be
wrongly accused by imposters as Mg increases. The following
result upper bounds this number.
Lemma 3: The doubling strategy ensures that at any point
in time the number of false positives is bounded by M . When
Mg exceeds M for a node, its quarantineList will contain
no more falsely accused nodes.
Proof: Consider the quarantineList L of a node u. For
any value of Mg , this node can have at most Mg nodes in L. In
the worst case, all these nodes will be legitimate ones, framed
by the real imposters. When L gets filled, Mg is doubled and
more claims can be added in the quarantine list. This process
continues for k iterations, where k = ⌈log M ⌉, at which point
Mg becomes larger than M . From then on, imposters can no
longer frame legitimate nodes since their number is less than
the required threshold Mg + 1. Hence soundness is achieved.
As L is cleared every time Mg is doubled, it is not difficult to
see that the maximum number of framed nodes occurs at stage
k − 1. Their number is equal to 2k−1 = 2⌈log M ⌉−1 < M . It
should also be clear that in the next stage when Mg becomes
bigger than M , no more false accusations will be possible and
the quarantine list will contain only imposter IDs.
V.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

We have evaluated the proposed schemes using a simulated
network consisting of 500 nodes randomly moving in an area
of size 500m × 500m with an average speed of 3.0m/s. The
effectiveness of the proposed schemes was analyzed mainly
according to the following two metrics: (i) time taken to
quarantine imposters under a specific scheme, and (ii) number
of false positives in the adaptive schemes.
The performance of the various schemes was studied as a
function of the average node density (number of neighbors)
and number of imposters in the network. Typically, densities
ranged from 3 to 10 and number of imposters from 5 to
50. The density was increased by modifying appropriately the
communication range of nodes.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) consider detection time as a function
of the average network density and number of imposters,
respectively. The graphs clearly demonstrate that the base
station scheme (Section IV-A1) performs better than the fully
distributed scheme (Section IV-A2). This is due to the different
imposter quarantining techniques employed by each scheme.
When receiving the required number of claims, the base station
broadcasts a message to quarantine the imposter, while in
the distributed scheme this information needs to be forwarded
among the nodes in a hop-by-hop manner until it becomes
available to all of them. However, the loss in performance in
the second case is outweighed by the fact that detection is
completely decentralized.
Figure 3(a) compares the time to quarantining in the basic
(Section IV-A) and the adaptive (Section IV-B) schemes, where
M is known in the first and is approximated with Mg in the
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